The second term in equation (3) shows it is the static tune spread and it depends on the phase of the synchrotron motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
propose the modulation of the chromaticity by synchrotron CT" =~I I (~c , ; . c o s p~/~d , p ) d~d p 1 -
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frequency. 2
In usual cases, The energy modulation by synchrotron . In the Spring-8 storage ring, o& is ~x I O -~ and revolution motion and chromaticity can modulate the betatron tune.
But the phase shift of the betatron motion becomes zero frequency fo is 208kHz. If 61 is set to '7 then we get OV = after one synchrotron period. This means that this 0 . 5~1 0 -~. and the damping time ZL by the Landau damping modulation of the betatron tune does not effectively with this tune spread is z I , -l/(2nfgov) = -suppress the coherent motion or transverse instabilities.
But introducing the chromaticity modulation by synchrotron frequency, the electrons whose synchrotron Dhase are different each other has different betatron tune 1/(2xx208kHzx0.5x10-3) = 2ms. This damping time is faster than the radiation damping time, 8ms. Figure 1 ,2,3 and 4 are the result of the tracking simulation of this and this tune difference is static and does not change. The other scheme which are used in several storage rings to introduce tune spread inside of a bunch are installation of octupole magnets which cause amplitude dependent tune shift or ion trapping phenomena which introduce nonlinear field just inside and neighborhood of a bunch.
In small emittance rings, the strong octupole fields must be required for the octupole magnet scheme and it cause serious reduction of dynamic apertures. And ion-trapping sometimes causes unwanted motion of the beam.
On the other hand, this scheme, modulating chromaticity with synchrotron frequency, requires some fast sextupole magnets of moderate strength but it does not reduce dynamic apertures seriously[ I].
CHROMATICITY MODULATION
The chromaticity 6 which is modulated by the synchrotron frequency os is The relative energy (E-Eo)Eo of a synchrotron oscillation {(t) = {() + cos W, t . Figure 5 is the result of the simulation of multi-bunch instabilities caused by cavity higher-mode transverse impedance. The preliminary study by the simulations for single-bunch instabilities also shows the effectiveness of this scheme to suppress instabilities.
CONCLUSION
The chromaticity modulation with synchrotron frequency is shown to be effective to create Landau damping and suppress transverse instabilities.
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